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SCIENCE

We take immense pleasure in releasing the first edition of our newsletter. The contributors have crafted each one of their works with great care, and we extend 
our thanks to them. This being its initiation there will be a newsletter released every six months, and input by the students and the staff members would be highly 
encouraged. The ensuing editions of this will bear the articles pertaining to the school activities and excerpts by the students. Your valuable contributions would 
be highly appreciated, and we look forward to make the subsequent issues better with your inevitable support.    

-- Mr. Jesudhass, Education Coordinator

LI-FI
Light Fidelity or Li-Fi is a Visible Light 
Communications (VLC) system running wireless 
communications travelling at very high speeds. Li-
Fi uses common household LED (light emitting 
diodes) lightbulbs to enable data transfer, boasting 
speeds of up to 224 gigabits per second. The term 
Li-Fi was coined by University of Edinburgh 
Professor Harald Haas during a TED Talk in 
2011. Haas envisioned light bulbs that could act as 
wireless routers. Subsequently, in 2012 after four 
years of research, Haas set up company pureLiFi 
with the aim ‘to be the world leader in Visible Light 
Communications technology’.
Li-Fi and Wi-Fi are quite similar as both transmit 
data electromagnetically. However, Wi-Fi uses 
radio waves while Li-Fi runs on visible light. As we 
now know, Li-Fi is a Visible Light Communications 
(VLC) system. This means that it accommodates a 
photo-detector to receive light signals and a signal 
processing element to convert the data into ‘stream-
able’ content.
An LED lightbulb is a semi-conductor light source 
meaning that the constant current of electricity 
supplied to an LED lightbulb can be dipped and 
dimmed, up and down at extremely high speeds, 
without being visible to the human eye. For 

HUMAN BODY FACTS
This fun article explains a few weird, wacky, and 
interesting facts about the human body. Here are a 
few of my favorites:
1. The largest cell in the human body is the female 
egg and the smallest is the male sperm.
2. The brain is much more active at night than 
during the day.
3. During your lifetime, you will produce enough 
saliva to fill two swimming pools.
4. Your nose can remember 50,000 different scents.
5. Women’s hearts beat faster than men’s
6. Your eyes are always the same size from birth 
(but your nose and ears never stop growing)
7. The brain itself cannot feel pain.
8. The largest internal organ is the small intestine.
9. Sneezes regularly exceed 100 mph & nerve 
impulses to and from the brain travel as fast as 170 
miles per hour.
10. It takes 17 muscles to smile and 43 to frown
11. Fingernails grow four times faster than toenails

example, data is fed into an LED light bulb (with 
signal processing technology), it then sends data 
(embedded in its beam) at rapid speeds to the 
photo-detector (photodiode). The tiny changes in 
the rapid dimming of LED bulbs is then converted 
by the ‘receiver’ into electrical signal. The signal is 
then converted back into a binary data 
stream that we would recognise as web, 
video and audio applications that run 
on internet enables devices.
While some may think that Li-Fi with 
its 224 gigabits per second leaves Wi-
Fi in the dust, Li-Fi’s exclusive use of 
visible light could halt a mass uptake. 
Li-Fi signals cannot pass through walls, 
so in order to enjoy full connectivity, 
capable LED bulbs will need to be placed 
throughout the home. Not to mention, 
Li-Fi requires the lightbulb is on at all 
times to provide connectivity, meaning 
that the lights will need to be on during the day.
What’s more, where there is a lack of lightbulbs, 
there is a lack of Li-Fi internet so Li-Fi does take a 
hit when it comes to public Wi-Fi networks.In an 
announcement yesterday, an extension of standard 
Wi-Fi is coming and it’s called Wi-Fi HaLow. 
This new project claims to double the range of 
connectivity while using less power. Due to this, Wi-

Fi HaLow is reportedly perfect for battery powered 
devices such as smartwatches, smartphones and 
lends itself to Internet of Things devices such as 
sensors and smart applications. 
But it’s not all doom and gloom! Due to its 
impressive speeds, Li-Fi could make a huge impact 

on the internet of things too, with data transferred 
at much higher levels with even more devices able 
to connect to one another. What’s more, due to its 
shorter range, Li-Fi is more secure than Wi-Fi and 
it’s reported that embedded light beams reflected 
off a surface could still achieve 70 megabits per 
second.

-- Mrs. Jeya Dennison, Principal

12. If you rub an onion on your foot, within 30-60 
minutes you will be able to taste it – this is because 
it travels through the blood stream.
13. You can’t kill yourself by holding your breath (if 
you hold it until you go unconscious, you begin to 
breath normally as soon as you do)
14. On one square inch of human skin there are 20 
million microscopic creatures.

BIOLOGY TRIVIA
1. The largest organ of the human body is the skin
2. The biggest seed in the world is the Coco de mar 

(weighing up to 18 kg)
3. Babies are born with more bones than adults
4. The length of your thumb is about the same as 
that of your nose.
5. The right half of the brain controls the left side 
of our body muscles, and the left controls the right.
6. The lightest organ in the human body is the lung.
7. Dolphins only sleep half awake – keeping one eye 
open while consciously breathing and floating on 
surface.
8. Corneas are the only tissues that don’t require 
blood.
9. The biggest egg in the world is the ostrich egg. It 
could take as many as 30 chicken eggs to equal its 
volume and up to 2 hours to hard boil.
10. The largest frog in the world is The Goliath Frog 
of Gabon in West Africa and can grow as big as 33 
cm long and up to 3 kg heavy.

--
Mrs. Jayanthi, Biology
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SCIENCE
SOUND
1. Sound comes from vibrations. These vibrations 
create sound waves which move through mediums 
such as air and water before reaching our ears.
2. Our ears vibrate in a similar way to the original 
source of the vibration, allowing us to hear many 
different sounds.
3. Dogs can hear sound at a higher frequency than 
humans, allowing them to hear noises that we can’t.

CANCER
It is a name for an impalpable group of 
malignant tumors. It is associated with 
reduced physical function.  It is a disease 
in which the cell of a tissue undergoes 
uncontrolled.  It begins in the cells which 
are the buildings blocks of the body.
TYPES OF CANCER:       
• Blood cancer,
• Bone cancer
• Brain cancer
• Breast cancer
• Colon cancer
• Esophageal cancer
• Leukemia cancer
• Lung cancer
• Mouth cancer
• Oral Cancer
• Ovarian cancer
• Pancreatic cancer
• Peritoneal cancer
• Skin Cancer
• Stomch cancer
• Testicular Cancer
• Thyroid cancer etc.
CAUSES OF CANCER:
This killer disease is caused by
• Poor diet
• Smoking 
• Alcohol
• Genotypic factors 
• Tobacco
• Physical activities
• Environmental factors 
• Exposures to chemicals 
• Exposures to radiation etc.
SYMPTOMS OF CANCER:
• Fever
• Cough
• Skin changes 
• Paining of brain and bone
• Changes in  mouth 
• Burning of heart
• Depression
• Belly pain 
• Fatigue
• Blood in stool 
• Weight loss

GESTATION PERIODS

Gestation Weight
Species (Days) (Kgs)

Human 266 50

227 40

Gorilla 257 70

260 40

Baboon 187 20

Monkey 164 5

Cow 284 730

Bison 270 600

Moose 245 550

Llama 330 113

Goat 150 15

Sheep 148 35

Bear 210 295

Wolf 64 40

Elephant 645 4000

Lion 108 150

Leopard 94 50

Pig 114 80

Rabbit 33 1

4. Sound can’t travel through vacuum (an area 
empty of matter)
5. The speed of sound is around 767 miles per hour 
(1230 kilometer per hour)
6. The loud noise you create by cracking a whip 
occurs because the tip is moving so fast it breaks 
the speed of sound!
7. When traveling through water, sound moves 
around four times faster than when it travels 
through air.

PREVENTIVE   METHODS:
This disease can be prevented by:
• Keeping oneself active always 
• Keeping one self away from alcoholic 
drinks
• Keeping a balanced body weight
• Keeping oneself away from smoking
• Keeping oneself away from certain 
infection
• Eating a healthy and balanced diet
• Enjoying the sun safely
• Staying away from harmful 
chemicals
• Eating high fiber food
• Eating vitamin-C rich fruits, leafy 
greens 
TREATMENT   FOR   CANCER:
This disease is treated by:
• Radiation therapy
• Chemo therapy
• Immune therapy
• Targeted therapy
• Hormone therapy
• Stem cell transplant
• Surgery etc….
The cancer research institute was setup at 
Adyar in 1952 for the research of cancer. It 
was founded by Dr. Muthulakshmi.

Though it is a killer disease it can be prevented. 
We must have a common awareness against 
this disease.  By way of modifying our life 
style it can be avoided.
 “An ounce of prevention is quart of a cure”

Wish you all a happy healthy and disease 
free long life.                                                                                            
   --

Ms. M.Lavanya, Science

8. The scientific study of sound waves is known as 
acoustics.
9. Although music can be hard to define, 
it is often described as a pleasing or meaningful 
arrangement of sounds.
10. The sound of thunder is produced by rapidly 
heated air surrounding lightning which expands 
faster than the speed of sound.

--
Mrs.Sasirekha, Physics



ENGLISH
IDIOMS AND PHRASES
TOOTH AND NAIL
Meaning: To fight violently
Example: That was a tough match, they fought us 
tooth and nail.
TOPSY TURVY
Meaning: To flip over or be upside down
Example: The car rolled over and ended up topsy 
turvy
RINGS A BELL
Meaning: To sound familiar, to spurt a memory
Example: I don’t remember meeting him, but the 
name prashanth rings a bell
RAISE THE ROOF
Meaning: To shout very loudly also to be angry
Example: You scratch the car, your father will raise 
the roof.
PULLING YOUR LEG
Meaning: Making a joke by tricking another person
Example: Look your shoes are united, ha! Just 
pulling your leg.

RESPECT
Life gives us the people, places and situations that 
allow us to develop one of the most important 
aspects of our development-human relationship.  
Respect enhances the beauty in human 
relationships.  All around us today, we see a lack 
of respect.  Without respect everything around us 
lacks happiness.  
When you are respectful, it shows what kind of a 
person you are, as it brings the best in you.  Anyone 
would like to be associated with a respectful person 
and avoid a rude person. Respect is a two way street-
if you want to get it, you have to give it.  Without 
feelings of respect, the world turns chaotic.
Practice what you have been taught.  You will be 
surprised to see how it changes your life.  You have 
been taught to listen to others, play fair, wait for 
your turn, not to tease others or call nick names, not 
to gossip, to stand up for elders to ask permission to 

THE POT CALLING THE KETTLE BLACK
Meaning: To say something negative about 
someone else which is actually true of you yourself.
Example: You are accusing one of being lazy? Ha! 
That’s the pot calling the kettle black!
SHOW YOUR TRUE COLOURS
Meaning: To reveal your true intentions personality, 
or behavior
Example: Everyone is in one best behavior on the 
first date, but soon enough you will show your true 
colours
BITING THE HAND THAT FEEDS YOU
Meaning: Hurting a person who has been helping 
you
Example: We treat each of our customers with the 
greatest respect here. We never bite the hand that 
feeds us.
LEND ME YOUR EAR.
Meaning:  Please listen to me. Lend me your ear is 
a polite way of asking for a person’s full attention to 
listen to what you will say.
Example: Could you lend me your ear for a minute? 

I need to talk with you about something.
LOCK STOCK AND BARREL.
Meaning: The whole thing, complete.
Example: I want to buy the house and the furniture, 
lock stock and barrel.
LET THE CAT OUT OF THE BAG.
Meaning: To divulge a secret.
Example: Don’t let the cat out of the bag about 
Murali’s Birthday present.
ABOVE BOARD
Meaning: Legal, out in the open, activities not 
concealed.
Example: All of my business dealings have been 
above board. At least all that you know about.
COCK AND BULL STORY.
Meaning: A fabricated or highly exaggerated story 
intended to deceive.
Example: I don’t want to hear another cock and full 
story why you are late, just be here in time from 
now on.

--
Anish Fathima, VIII STD

use others things, to use your right 
hand while giving or taking things 
along with basic manners like 
wishing people and saying “thank 
you” and “please”.  
Treat people exactly as you would 
like to be treated by them.  It will 
change difficult situations and 
people’s attitude towards you.
Respect yourself for you are a gift 
of God.  Decent behavior, modest 
dressing and taking care of your 
body shows that you respect 
yourself. Respect time, it is God 
given.  By being punctual, by not 
making someone wait for you, 
but not spending time in harmful 
ways and by not being lazy you 
respect time.

Respect your gifts for these are any who 
don’t have what you have.  These gifts 
are god-given.

Respect nature

Appreciate nature

Protect and do not abuse it

God made it.

IDEAS
Small minds

Discuss people.
Average minds
Discuss events
Great minds
Discuss idea

--
Mrs. A. Pushpavalli, English

ALBERT EINSTEIN



ENGLISH
ENGLISH IS INTERESTING !
1. The most common letter in English is “e”
2. The most common vowels in English are “e” 
followed by “a”
3. The most common consonants in English are “r” 
followed by “t”
4. Every syllable in English must have a vowel 
sound, but not all syllables have consonants
5. There are only two words in English language 
that end with “gry”  “hungry” and “angry”.
6. It is the main language used in computers around 
the world with 80% of the information stored in 
English.
7. Pneumono ultra miscroscopic silico voleano 
coniosis  is the longest word in the language 
pointing to a lung disease that causes inflammation, 
when fine silica dust is inhaled
8. We can actually make ten words without any 
kind of arrangement from the word “there in” and 
we can form the words “the here, in there, he, here 
in her”.

--
Mrs. R. Menaka, English

UNKNOWN ANSWER !
Did you ever ponder over who you are? We play, we enjoy ourselves, we go in search for success, we think of ourselves as great, but we do not realize how tiny we 
are in this big world.  Think for yourselves.  What are you?
We flow along in this fast paced world, we just try to be better than the others, we work hard for achieving success. We have many feelings – happiness, sadness, 
and the list is endless.
Why are we made in this world?
Some say it is God, the Almighty, but has anyone seen God? Spend a minute a day and reflect about it.  I thought about it several times.  But couldn’t find an answer 
for this puzzle.
Did you get the answer?
May be one day.

--
Mrs. Sophia Elango, English

FRIENDSHIP
Friendship is life:

Friendship is not a game to play, 
It is not a word to say,

It doesn’t start in March and end in May.
It is tomorrow, yesterday, today & every day.

Life without friend is very boring:
Eyes full of tears are valuable,

Speech of the lips is very powerful,
A heart full of love is very beautiful,
World without people is very scary,

And life without a Friend is very boring.
Friend is a diamond:

Every failure is a Lesson-
Learn it well

Every success is a Battle-
Fight it well and.

Every friend is a Diamond-
Keep it safe.

--

Preeth Kumar, XII STD

Keep your thoughts positive because your thoughts become your words.
Keep your words positive because your words become your behavior.

Keep your behavior positive because your behavior becomes your habits.
Keep your habits positive because your habits become your values.
Keep your values positive because your values become your destiny.



jkpo;

xspkakhd vjph;fhyj;jpw;F mZrf;jp ghJfhg;ghdJ !
 ekJ ehl;by; kpd;rhukhdJ gytif kpd; 

epiyaq;fspd; %ykhf jahhpf;fg;gLfpwJ. 

mit mdy; kpd;epiyak; (,jd; %yk; 70% 
kpd;rhuk; jahhpf;fg;gLfpwJ). ePh; kpd; epiyak; 

(16%), fhw;whiyfs; (8.7%) R+hpa rf;jp (1%) 

kw;Wk; mZkpd; epiyak; (2.2%) MFk;. 

 mZkpd; epiyaq;fspy; mdy;kpd; 

epiyaq;fs; Nghd;Nw kpd; cw;gj;jp 

nra;ag;gLfpwJ. mZ ciyapy; ,Ue;J tUk; 

R+lhf;fg;gl;l ePhpy; cs;s ntg;g rf;jpia 

gad;gLj;jp ePuhtp nfhjpfydpy; cs;s ePiu 

ePuhtpahf khw;wp lh;igd; Row;wg;gLfpwJ. 

kpd; lh;igd; %yk; n[dNul;lh; Row;wg;gl;L 

kpd;rhuk; cUthf;fg;gLfpwJ. ,e;j Kiwapy; 

ekJ ehl;by; 5780 MW cw;gj;jp nra;Ak; 

kpd;rhuj;ij 21 mZkpd; epiyaq;fs; cw;gj;jp 

nra;fpd;wd. ,e;jpahtpy; epWtg;gl;Ls;s 

nkhj;j kpd; njhFg;gpy; mZrf;jpapd; gq;F 

2.2% MFk;. 

 mdy;kpd; epiyaj;jpy; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

vhpnghUs; epyf;fhpapy; cs;s xU fhh;gd; 

mZ vhpAk;NghJ 12 A+dpl; ntg;grf;jp 

ntsptUfpwJ. Mdhy; mZ ciyapy; 

gad;gLj;Jk; ANudpak; vhpnghUs; cs;s xU 

U-235 mZg;gpsT milAk; NghJ 200>000>000 

(200 yl;rk; A+dpl;) mstpyhd ntg;grf;jp 

ntsptUfpwJ. MfNt mZ vhpnghUs; kpf 

mjpf rf;jp tha;e;j ,aw;if vhpnghUshFk;. 

,e;j rf;jpia mjpetPd njhopy;El;gj;jpd; 

%yk; mZkpd; epiyaq;fspy; kpd;rhuk; 

jahhpf;fg; ggad;gLj;Jfpwhh;fs;. 

mZ kpd;rhuj;jpd; rpwg;Gfs; : 

•	 mZ	 ciyf;Fs;	 cs;s	 vhpnghUs;	

fy;tp 

•	 vq;fspd;	fy;tpiaj;jhd;	cq;fshy;	jil	nra;a	KbANk	jtpu	vq;fspd;	Rarpe;jidfis	my;y.	

•	 vq;fspd;	czTfSk;>	cilikfSk;jhd;	cq;fspd;	iffspNy	rpiw	gpbf;fg;gl;bUf;fpwNj	jtpu	vq;fspd;	czh;Tfs;	my;y.	

•	 gpwe;Njhk;>	,we;Njhk;	vd;gJjhd;	cq;fspd;	gonkhop.	

•	 ehq;fs;	,we;J	kPz;Lk;	gpwg;Nghk;	vd;gJ	GJnkhop.

•	 ehq;fs;	fdT	fhz;gjw;fhf	gpwe;jth;fs;	my;y.	
 ,e;j cyif fl;bahs gpwe;jth;fs; 

•	 rpe;Jk;	tpah;it	Ke;Jk;	

•	 rpjWk;	Gd;dif	gpe;Jk;	

•	 ,e;j	G+kp	ge;Jk;	xU	ehs;	vq;fs;	
	 tsh;r;rp	fz;L	Rw;whky;	epw;Fk;.	
 ,d;W vq;fspd; gpQ;R iffspy; 

•	 ePq;fs;	Rik	epug;gyhk;.	

•	 ehis	,e;j	Njrj;ij	cah;j;jp	gpbf;f	NghtJ.	
 ,d;W ePq;fs; jukWf;Fk; vq;fspd; fy;tpjhd; vd;gij kwf;fhjPh;fs;. 

--jpUkjp Nufh

mZg;gpstpd; %yk; ntg;g rf;jpia 

ntspapLk;NghJ ve;jtpj neUg;igNah> 

GifiaNah>	 rhk;giyNah	 ntspapLtJ	

,y;iy. 

•	 mZkpd;	epiyaq;fs;	Rw;Wr;	R+oYf;F	

nfLjy; jUk; ve;jtpj thAf;fisAk; kw;Wk; 

Rfhjhu NfL tpistpf;Fk; fopTfisAk; 

ntspapLtjpy;iy. ,jdhy; kpd; epiyaj;ij 

Rw;wp Rj;jkhd Rw;Wr;R+oy; vg;nghOJk; 

,Ue;J	nfhz;Nl	,Uf;fpwJ.	

•	 mZkpd;	 epiyaj;jpy;	 cw;gj;jpahFk;	

fopT,	 mstpy;	 kpfkpfr;	 rpwpJ.	 NkYk;	
mJ epiya gFjpf;Fs;NsNa ghJfhg;ghf 

itf;fg;gLfpwJ. ,jdhy; mZkpd; epiyak; 

gRik kpd; epiyak; vd;W $wg;gLfpwJ. 

(Nuclear Energy is Clean and Green Energy). 
mdy; kpd; epiyaq;fspy; epyf;fhp> 

vz;nza;	 my;yJ	 ,aw;if	 thAf;fis	

vhpg;gjdhy;	 Ngustpy;	 Gif	 kw;Wk;	 rhk;gy;	

cw;gj;jpahfpwJ.	 Gifapy;	 Rw;Wr;R+oYf;F	

jPq;F tpistpf;Fk; ‘fhh;gd;-il-Mf;irL”>  

“fhh;gd; Nkhdhf;irL” kw;Wk; ‘iel;u]; 

Mf;irL” Nghd;w thAf;fs; cs;sd. ,it 

‘gRik ,y;yhj thAf;fs; vdg;gLfpwJ. ,e;j 

thAf;fshy;	G+kpapd;	ruhrhp	ntg;gepiy	rPuhf	

,y;yhky;	 mjpfhpj;Jf;	 nfhz;Nl	 NghfpwJ.	

,ij	 Gtp	 ntg;gkakhjy;	 (Global Warming) 
vd;W miof;fpNwhk;. ,e;j thAf;fs; 

rPuw;w gy;NtW gUtepiy khw;wj;ijAk; 

tpistpf;fpd;wd. 

•	 mZrf;jp	 msthdJ	 xU	 mZkpd;	

epiyaj;jpy; 1000 nk.th. kpd;rf;jp 

cw;gj;jpf;fhf>	xU	Mz;by;	30	ld;	vhpnghUs;	

kl;LNk Njitg;gLfpwJ. mZrf;jpapdhy; 

vjph;fhy kpd; NjitfisAk; re;jpf;f KbAk;. 

mdy;kpd;	epiyaq;fSf;F	mjpfsT	epyf;fhp>	

vz;nza;	my;yJ	thA	vhpnghUl;fs;	Njit.	

,e;jpahtpYk;	cyfpYk;	,e;j	vhpnghUl;fspd;	

,Ug;G	 Fiwthf	 cs;sJ.	 ,it	 mLj;j	

100	 Mz;LfSf;F	 kl;LNk	 ePbf;f	 KbAk;.	

Mdhy; ,e;jpahtplk; xhprh kw;Wk; Nfus 

khepy	 flw;fiu	 kzypy;	 Njhhpak;	 mZ	

vhpnghUspd;	 ,Ug;G	 mjpfstpy;	 cs;sJ.	

,e;j	 mZ	 vhpnghUs;	 %yk;	 NkYk;	 gy	

jiyKiwfSf;fhd	 kpd;rf;jp	 Njitfisg;	

G+h;j;jp	 nra;a	KbAk;	 vd;gij	cWjpr;	 nra;a	

,aYk;.	

--jpU V.P. nld;dprd; 



jkpo;

tpjpia nty;Yk; vOj;J 

Kd;Diu : 

 ‘xU Jsp ikapdhy; Mapuk; Ngiur; rpe;jpf;f itf;f KbAk;”. 

Mk;! ,e;j xU Jsp ikapdhy; jhd; ehk; ,d;W Rje;jpuk; vd;w 

fhw;iwNa	 Rthrpj;Jf;	 nfhz;bUf;fpNwhk;.	 vd;dhy;	 vd;d	 nra;a	

KbAk; vy;yhk; tpjpg;gbNa elf;fpwJ vd;W cwq;fpf; fple;j kf;fis> 

rPh;jpUj;jthjpapd;	 rPh;kpF	 vOj;JfSk;	 Gul;rpahsh;fspd;	 Gul;rpkpF	

vOj;JfSk;>	jd;dykw;w	jiyth;fspd;	jukhd	vOj;JfSk;>	cwq;fpf;	

fple;j kf;fspd; cs;sj;jpy; Rje;jpuj;jPia %l;b vt;thW tpjpia 

nty;Yk;	vOj;jhf	khwpaJ	vd;gijf;	fhz;Nghk;.	

nghUSiu	:	

	 ek;gpf;ifia	nty;Yk;	vOj;Jf;fs;	

 ‘cd;dhy; Kbatpy;iy vd;why; ,e;jpad; 

	 vtdhYk;	KbahJ	

	 ,e;jpad;	vtdhYk;	Kbahnjd;why;	cyfpy;	

	 vtdhYk;	KbahJ”.	

	 vd;w		,e;jg;	nghd;thpfs;	xt;nthU	,e;jpadpd;	,jaj;Jbg;gpYk;>	

ek;gpf;ifj; Jbg;ig tsh;f;Fk; ty;yikngw;w vOj;Jf;fs;. 

 “tPo;tnjy;yhk; tPo;r;rp my;y tPo;e;Jf; fplg;gNj tPo;r;rp” 

	 vd;w	 tpNtfhde;jhpd;	 vOj;Jf;fs;	 tpjpia	 nty;Yk;	

vOj;jy;yth? 

,we;jhYk;	ek;kpilNa	,Uf;Fk;	rpyhpd;	rpe;jidfs;	:-

nray; : 

eP vij nra;fpwhNah mJthfNt khwp tpLfpwha;. vdNt ey;yijNa 

nra; vd;w mhp];lhl;bypd; vOj;Jk;. 

njhopy; :  

ve;jj; njhopy; nra;tJk; jtwpy;iy njhopy; nra;ahky; ,Ug;gNj jtW” 

vd;w fhe;jpabfspd; vOj;Jk;. 

“Jd;gj;jpYk;	 ,d;gk;	 fhz;”	 vhpfpw	 NghJk;	 rphpf;fpwJ	 kj;jhg;G”	 -	

kuKk;> kioAk; 

•	 xU	ehl;ilf;	FyNrfud;	vd;w	kd;dd;	Mz;L	te;jhd;.	mtDila	ehl;by;	vy;yh	tsq;fSk;	

epiwe;jpUe;jd.	 ey;y	 kio	 nga;jJ.	 gaph;fs;	 nropj;jd.	 kf;fSf;F	 ey;y	 tUtha;	 fpilj;jJ.	

kf;fs;	kfpo;r;rpNahL	tho;e;jdh;.	kd;dd;	nry;tr;	nrUf;fhy;	ehl;bYs;s	kuq;fis	vy;yhk;	ntl;b	

ntspehl;bw;F Vw;Wkjp nra;jhd; tpahghuk; nropj;jJ. Mdhy; kuq;fs; ,y;yhjjhy; kio tsk; 

Fd;wpaJ. 

•	 kf;fspd;	 xOf;fk;	 nflyhdJ.	 kd;dd;	 tUj;jkile;jhd;.	 jdf;F	 Njitahd	 Neuj;jpy;	

mwpTiufs; toq;ff;$ba fy;tpaw; rpwe;j rhd;Nwhiu tu tioj;jhd;. 

•	 rhd;Nwhh;fs;	 kuq;fis	 ntl;btpl;lhy;jhd;	 ,e;epiy	 Vw;gl;Ls;sJ.	 ,t;Tyfpy;	 ePhpy;yhky;	

caph;fs;	 tho	 KbahJ.	 ePUf;Ff;	 fhuzkhd	 kio	 nga;ahtpl;lhy;	 kdpjh;fsplk;	 rpwe;j	 xOf;fk;	

,y;yhky;; Ngha; tpLk;. 

•	 vdNt	kd;dd;	ehL	KOtJk;	kuk;	tsh;f;f	Vw;ghL	nra;Aq;fs;	vd;whh;;.	kf;fSk;	mt;thNw	

kuq;fis el;ldu;. kuq;fs; tsh;e;jd. Nkfq;fs; Fsph;e;jd. kio nghope;jJ. kf;fs; kfpo;r;rp 

mile;jdh;. 

--nry;tp. yjh 

ekf;F	tUk;	Jd;gj;jpYk;	,d;gj;ijf;	fhz	Ntz;Lk;	vd;w	ftpQdpd;	

vOj;Jk;	tpjpia	nty;Yk;	vOj;Jf;fNsahFk;.	

nja;tg;	Gythpd;	thpfs;	:	

flTshy;	KbahjJ	$l	cd;	ciog;gpdhYk;>	Kaw;rpapdhYk;	nty;y	

KbAk; vd;gij 

‘nja;tj;jhd; MfhnjdpDk; Kaw;rp jd; 

nka;tUj;jf; $yp jUk;” 

vd;w	nja;tg;Gythpd;	nghd;thpfs;	tpjpia	nty;Yk;	vOj;JjhNd.	

fhyj;ij	nty;Yk;	nghd;thpfs;	:	

 ‘Njhy;tpiaj; Njhw;fb me;jj; Njhy;tp 

	 cd;idj;	Njhw;fbf;Fk;	Kd;G”	

	 vd;w	 ,e;jg;	 nghd;thpfs;	 twz;l	 tho;f;ifiaAk;	

tskhdjhf;Fk; rPh;kpFe;j rpwg;ghd vOj;Jf;fs;. 

rpe;jpf;f rpy nehbfs; : 

m)  cyfj;jpNyNa gaq;fukhd MAjk; vJ?  (ehf;F)

M)	neUg;gpy;yhky;	GiftJ	vJ?		(tje;jp)	

	 ghl;Lf;nfhU	 Gytd;	 ghujpapd;	 vOj;Jf;fs;	 cwq;fpf;	 fple;j	

kf;fisj; jl;b vOg;gtpy;iyah? mbikg;gl;L fplg;gJjhd; ,e;j 

ehl;L kf;fspd; jiytpjp vd;w Mq;fpy Vfhjpgj;jpaj;ijf; fjpfyq;f 

itf;ftpy;iyah? 

KbTiu : 

 ‘tpjpia kjpahy; nty;yyhk; vd;gJ gonkhop 

	 tpjpia	vOj;jhy;	nty;yyhk;	vd;gJ	GJnkhop”	

 mbg;gl;ltDf;F kUe;J Nghy> mOjgps;isf;Fg; ghy;Nghy 

kdf;ftiy cilatDf;Fk;> Kaw;rp ,y;yhjtDf;Fk;> Nrhk;Ngwpf;Fk; 

Jd;gj;ijj; Jilf;Fk; mUikahd kUe;J vOj;J. 

--nry;tp. [hd;rp 

  



FOOD FOR BRAIN !
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We’ve all been victims of this unholy phenomenon at 
one point or another. We’ve probably all questioned 
our food choices when yet another pair of freshly 
laundered trousers refuse to fit our ‘curves’. Don’t 
worry! It’s not that you’re getting fat (although you 
never know). A more likely explanation is that your 
clothes are deceptively shrinking to remind you 
that a diet might not be such a bad idea.

But how does this even happen? What is it about 
laundry that changes the shape of a product?

It all basically stems from the kind of fibers your 
clothes have. There are two kinds of fibers – 
synthetic and organic. Synthetic fibers differ from 
organic fibers in one crucial aspect. Synthetics are 
man-made polymers, such as polyester, rayon, etc. 
whose fibers are made of petroleum-based chemical 
chains. Synthetic fibers do not shrink because the 
washing machine does not get hot enough for these 
petroleum-based fibers to change their molecular 
structure. Also, these fibers are manufactured to 
be straight and ready to be woven. Organic fibers, 
on the other hand, do not occur in a naturally 
straight form. They are usually too tangled to be 
used effectively. Manufacturers have to draw them 
out and spin them into threads before being able to 
make clothes out of them. You have to stretch them 
out before you can make them usable. This pulling 
of fibers obviously creates tension at a molecular 
level.

Putting this unnaturally strained fiber into your 
washing machine doesn’t help it retain its shape. 
You see, your washers are technically places to 

Why Do Clothes Shrink When You Wash Them?
conduct daily chemical experiments! You add a lot 
of heat, mechanical and chemical energy into the 
washing machine, so no wonder that your clothes 
react! Scientists, quite unimaginatively, call this 
process shrinkage.

There are three different types of shrinkage: 
Relaxing, Felting and Consolidation.

Relaxation

Relaxing is what happens when the tension within 
the natural fabrics is threatened by the laundry 
process. The warm flowing water in the washing 
machine practically unravels the fibers at the 
molecular level. Relaxation is the immediate release 
of the tension caused by the straightening of the 
organic fibers. The stressed out molecular bonds 
relax in the presence of tepid water, and you are left 
with a fabric whose size has been reduced by at least 
1 percent.

Felting

This is seen specifically in woolen clothes, due to 
the structure of woolen fibers. To understand, you 
would need a strand of hair for reference. It’s okay… 
your own will do! Now, feel the texture of the hair 
from its root to its tip. Feels smooth, right? Now 
move in the opposite direction…. not so smooth 
anymore, is it? This is because your hair seems to 
have scales on it.

Wool suffers from the same anatomical hiccup. If you 
look at a wool fiber under an electron microscope, 
you’ll notice plenty of tiny scales running all across 
the length of it.

When wool is exposed to the heated watery frenzy 
of the washing machine, the scales expand, letting 
water get between them. The scales, now wet and 
slippery, slide towards the root, similar to the way a 
radio antenna collapses. Therefore, it’s not incorrect 
to say that laundry can potentially shrink even 
the length of the individual woolen fibers in your 
favorite sweater!

Consolidation

While the previous two kinds of shrinkage are a 
result of the heat generated in the laundry process, 

this type of shrinkage occurs due to the mechanical 
strain put on the clothes. Clothes in the washing 
machine quite literally get beaten up until they’re 
totally clean. This beating process curls the fibers 
up in their natural tangled state.

Of course, the amount of shrinkage differs from 
one natural fiber to another. Researchers have 
also found that the structure of the fabric plays a 
role in shrinkage. For example, cotton is used in 
the manufacturing of both denim and gingham, 
but denim is extremely tightly woven, which is 
why there is no room for the fibers to shrink. 
In gingham, however, there is plenty of room. 
Shrinkage therefore affects gingham clothes more 
noticeably. Woolen clothes are even more loosely 
woven, making them much more susceptible to 
shrinkage than any cotton fabric.

Another factor that plays a role in shrinkage is 
the moisture content of the fabric. In cotton, this 
is about 5 percent, while in wool, it is 17 percent. 
When a cloth is over-dried, it loses this moisture, 
thereby shrinking slightly. Wool, again, draws the 
short straw here, as it has far more moisture to lose 
than cotton.

Clothes, as you can see, go through the struggles 
of laundry cleaning after every use. For this very 
reason, manufacturers, taking inspiration from the 
methods once used by Nazi scientists, make clothes 
with strands of plastic spun in with the natural 
fibers. This automatically gives the fibers too little 
space to shrink effectively.

However, that is not enough to battle shrinkage. It 
is the consumer, in the end, who must deal with this 
problem. Remember… manufacturers put tags on 
your clothes for a reason. They know their products 
best and understand its structure better than your 
annoying, meddling neighbor who insists on weird 
solutions to prevent your clothes from shrinking. 
In other words, if you want to avoid shrinkage, just 
remember to follow the instructions!

Source: ScienceABC
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Our Students from Class 7,8 and 9 won the 
inter school cricket tournament in under 
14 category conducted by Marg Navajyoti 
Vidyalaya, during the month of August, 
2015 

Our Students from Class 11 participated in  
the Inspire Science Camp conducted by the 
Department of Science and Technology at 
SRM University and won several accolades.

 We as a school are bound to thank a bunch of people, who initiated this idea, and have been supportive throughout its making.

 We would like to acknowledge the invaluable support provided by our Principal Mrs. Jaya Dennison , our Correspondent                                            
Mr. V. P. Dennison and our Teachers. 

 Finally, we’d like to thank the readers and the future contributors whose role would be crucial in making this attempt a triumph.

Our School won the Best Performance 
Award from Talento, International Talent 
Management for the excellent performance 
of our students in Indian Talent Examination 
for the year 2015-16 

Our Students S. Priyadharshini, S. Aruna, 
M. Shahira Banu, U. Kaviya from Class 11 
won the Inter School Robotics tournament 
conducted by Karpaga Vinayaga College of 
Engineering...

Mohanapriya.G.S, UKG Mohanapriya.G.S, UKG

EVERY ARTIST WAS FIRST 
AN AMATEUR

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

infant jesus matric. hr. sec. school
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ADMISSIONS OPEN FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17
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f o r  d e ta i l s  c o n ta c t  :  9 7 9 0 0  5 1 2 0 0 , 9 9 9 4 2  9 1 7 0 7


